
BURNSIDE BOWLING CLUB- STRATEGIC PLAN  2015-2020
OVERVIEW- Burnside Bowling Club is the lawn bowls Club in the north

west of Christchurch and  is committed to delivering a sport that is 

enjoyable,entertaining and accessible to all now and into future. OUR VISION- to be the best bowling club

In response to the challenges faced by many sports this plan has two

new focus areas:

Firstly we will adapt and target our game to better meet the needs of OUR MISSION- to deliver a sport that is enjoyable, 

those wanting to play bowls. This will create more opportunities to and accessible to all New Zealanders now and in

increase participation and grow revenue. the future.

Secondly we will adapt a partnership approach to delivery. We will work

with a range of partners best suited to deliver an affordable and enjoyable

experience that we can all be proud of.

We are excited by the future, are preparing for the challenges and will be OUR VALUES- enjoy, grow, share, honour, succeed.

guided  by our values.

OUR FOCUS 1  Provide leadership 2  Produce champion 3  Promote and 4  Create opportunities 5  Deliver excellence

    and build resources      athletes and coaches     strengthen bowls     for participation.     via people partnerships

    brand and its values     and facilities.

OUR OBJECTIVE   Our people and our  Our competition  Bowls is a widely  A range of successful   An affordable and 

   resources are recognised  success and reputation  acknowledges for its  game formats are   enjoyable experience is

   for best in class and  on the national stage  strength and benefits enjoyed by our target successfully delivered by

   critical to the success of  continues to grow.  and for delivering a audience . a range of providers best

   bowls at Burnside. uniquely positve placed to do so effectively.

experience.

OUR STRATEGY  1  Develop our data and  1  Develop transparent  1  Make values part of  1 Target key sectors and  1  Identify delivery partners

     technology capabilities      talent pathways     our induction, celebrations     build successful      and build relationships

 2  Provide resources and invest  2  Set clear and achieveable     and decisions     programmes   2  Assess and monitor quality

     in training and empower our      targets  2 Develop  marketing that  2  Identify and build     playing environment

     people  3  Build a group of coaches     engages and activates     strong corporate  3  Strengthen our local bowls 

 3  Deliver expertise via     and advisors to enable     the public, bowls community     brand       community  

     National advisory groups     success     and partners  3  Deliver successful  4  Build a sustainable and

 4  Attract and retain effective  3  Build successful events      events that increases     successful club

    and committed volunteers.      that create opportunities      participation

 4  Grow revenue schemes

     and sponsor activity



 

 


